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Abstract
We present Saleve, a developers’ tool to aid the creation of parallel running parameter study (PS) applications to run in distributed systems,
batch schedulers or grids. Saleve enables the researchers to develop new
parallel programs easily, without the need of knowing technical details
of any specific middleware. The Saleve application can run either as a
traditional sequential application or it can submit itself to the EGEE
grid with the support of a Saleve server. In this paper we give a quick
overview of the capabilities of Saleve, then we outline its operation.
We also discuss our proposed solutions to the issues risen by the gLite
plugin.
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Introduction

We present Saleve, a developers’ tool to aid the creation of parallel running
parameter study (PS) applications [7, 4]. It is prepared to cooperate with several distinct distributed computing systems, including different types of batch
schedulers or grids. The motivation of Saleve is enabling researchers to develop
new parallel programs easily, without the need of knowing technical details of
any specific middleware. It also makes it possible to modify existing sequential
programs in order to exploit the parallel infrastructure, for example a continentwide computing grid.
There are many efforts for supporting PS applications e.g. grid portals [8] and
development tools [6], but we propose a generalized solution for any distributed
environment.
With its web service based client-server architecture, Saleve is an easy-to-use,
extendible system conforming to the most up-to-date standards of grid technology. In the Saleve configuration, the original parameter study application written in C is merged with the Saleve client library. Thus the client is the program
splitting the input parameter domain, performing the resource-demanding calculations, and finally aggregating the subresults. In the simplest case, the client
can be run locally as a stand-alone application. In the other mode of operation
the client uploads itself to a Saleve server, witch can submit the task to a local
scheduler or to a grid. Therefore Saleve hides the details of the grid or cluster
infrastructure from non-IT expert users.

To adapt Saleve to a new infrastructure, one has to develop a new plugin
which takes care of the submission and the management of a task. The recently
developed plugin for the EGEE [5] infrastructure has raised questions which led
to the redesign of some aspects of the Saleve server internals such as authentication and job management.
In this paper we introduce the usage of Saleve. We give a quick overview
of its capabilities and the plugin mechanism, then we outline the operation of
the Saleve system. We discuss the proposed solutions to the issues risen by the
gLite plugin.
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The Power of Versatility in Saleve

In order to create a parallel-running application with Saleve, all we need to do
is modify the legacy C source code slightly, or, lacking that, create a new program
following some simple guidelines. We discuss this procedure in Section 3. After
that, we link it with the Saleve library statically, thus we obtain the Saleve client,
which is a lightweight, binary executable due to the static linking. The Saleve
client is backward compatible with the original code in the sense that it can run
locally in exactly the same manner, in case only our desktop machine is at our
disposal for performing the calculations. However, unlike the old program which
could only be run sequentially, this converted one can fork in order to utilize
multiple local CPUs simultaneously.

Fig. 1: Usage scenarios

Fig. 2: Saleve architecture
Besides this local execution, which is mainly supposed to be used for testing
purposes, the client has the capability to be deployed in a number of other scenarios (see Figure 1). If a dedicated Saleve server is available, we can achieve much
higher parallel computing performance and have several configuration options.
In this case, we can take advantage of an on-site computing cluster with a high
number of nodes or even grid resources supplied worldwide. As each distributed
system provides a different, nonstandard interface, it would be challenging for
a researcher to use these systems directly. For this reason it is the task of the
Saleve server to handle the selected specific batch system or middleware.
Our intention is to keep the client as lightweight as possible, dealing mostly
with the scientific computation algorithm and containing the least infrastructurespecific code in it. This results in full transparency from the aspect of the user,
i.e. no recompilation nor reconfiguration is required on the client side as the
distributed computing system in the background evolves, instead we can keep
using the same executable binary code as previously.
The Saleve server has an easily extensible, plugin-based architecture, where
each different batch system and grid middleware is controlled by a plugin component (see Figure 2). Due to the object-oriented design of the server code
implemented in C++, a new plugin for an emerging new technology can be
quickly developed. This involves extending a base class and implementing some
of its methods so that they provide generic job control functionalities such as
job submission, checking job status and retrieving output. There already exist
plugins for server-side local execution and the Condor scheduler [1]. Our latest developments include a plugin for gLite [2], the middleware of the EGEE
infrastructure. We elaborate on this plugin in Section 4.
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Operation of a Saleve Application

In this section we present the structure of the Saleve client and investigate
the underlying operation of the Saleve system. As mentioned before the first step
the user has to accomplish is transforming the original application to the Saleve
client. For this purpose, the application developer has to separate three logical
components of the program: first the partitioning method of the parameter
space, then the computation of a subresult over a subdomain and at last the
determination of the final result from the subresults.
For an example, let us begin with a commonly enumerated PS program,
which computes the definite integral of a function over the domain [0, 1]. For
simplicity we suppose the availability of the function integrate which accepts
a character string as the description of the domain and returns the integral. The
original program could have the following sketch:
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
result = integrate("0.0 -- 1.0");
}
This procedure has to be superseded by the three functions as below, implemented by the developer. The first is the definition of the partitions of the
parameter space, which uses the addInstance function from the Saleve library
(see [3] for the complete API) and now creates ten subdomains:
void gcsaleve_span() {
gcsaleve_addInstance("0.0 -- 0.1");
gcsaleve_addInstance("0.1 -- 0.2");
...
}
The second task is to define the calculation algorithm. The main goal of Saleve
is making this step as simple as possible. Generally the original algorithm need
not to be changed at all. In our example this leads to:
int gcsaleve_main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
subresult = integrate(argv[1]);
}
Finally we define the final result as the sum of the subresults. In the current
version the developer has to read the subresults from temporary files.
void gcsaleve_sum() {
result = subresult1 + subresult2 + ... ;
}
Implementing the three functions above is all what has to be done in order to
obtain the Saleve client. Now we will be focusing on the interaction between the

Fig. 3: Operation of Saleve
client and the server referring to the implemented components. Figure 3 shows
the main phases in the use-case of an application.
When the client is started, in the first phase the function span is called
to initialize the parameters of the instances, which defines the partitioning of
the parameter space. Then the client transfers to the server its own binary
executable, the parameters and the input data, and then switches into a waiting
state.
In the second phase, the server creates a job for every instance, and executes
them or submits them to a grid. When a job, possibly at a remote location
from the server host starts running, the gcsaleve_main function is called. Note
that the remote job contains the Saleve client binary code, the description of the
respective subdomain and usually some job description.
After the submission the client can be interrupted and continued later (phase
3). When all jobs are finished, the server sends back the subresult to the client in
phase 4, and then the client computes the final result by calling the sum function
in phase 5.
In order to provide the Saleve client with these capabilities, the three functions presented above are complemented by the Saleve library.
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Coping with the EGEE infrastructure

As mentioned in Section 2, we have put effort into making Saleve capable of
cooperating with the Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE) infrastructure via
a plugin for its middleware, gLite. Since EGEE is one of the most prominent

Fig. 4: Credentials on the server side

Fig. 5: Credentials on the client side
European grid projects spanning 45 countries with over 240 institutions involved,
the Budapest University of Technology and Economics takes active part in it.
Authentication is a crucial concern in all grid systems. Like many other
modern middleware systems, gLite’s authentication mechanism is based on public key infrastructure and X.509 certificates. While developing the server plugin,
we noted two possible choices to solve the authentication towards EGEE and in
general, grid middlewares.
In the simpler version, the user’s credentials are stored on the server host,
resulting in the client’s total independence from the various technologies, leaving the authentication job to the corresponding plugins (see Figure 4). Another
question is whether to store in the Saleve server one credential that authenticates all the client users, or store separate ones for each user. In the current
implementation of Saleve, the former approach is followed, for fast prototyping.
Its drawback is that the usage policy of virtual organisation might prohibit using one certificate by several members. However, the latter approach requires a
more complicated user management in the server, and it might be considered a
vulnerability to remotely store the long-term user keys.
In the other version of authentication, the user credentials stay on the client
host (see Figure 5). Here the client loses its compactness, some routines need
to be added to the Saleve library that provide authentication features. As each
middleware’s security mechanism may differ somewhat despite the common basic
idea of certificates, adapting to a new one requires extension and recompilation

of the client application, too.
Although we have tested the gLite plugin successfully, we have encountered
some reliability issues on the side of the infrastructure. A significant ratio of
jobs tend to abort after submission, presumably depending on the quality and
load of the EGEE computing element (CE) it entered. Resubmitting these jobs
can solve the problem, since most CEs in the production grid operate correctly,
and eventually they execute all incoming jobs successfully. Because of this, we
realized that we should improve the job management mechanism in the core
component of the server as well, so that the status of the jobs is now checked
periodically, and they are resubmitted in case of failure.
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Summary

The presented Saleve system provides a transparent abstraction layer over
different types of distributed environments, thus facilitating development of parameter study applications. Its foremost advantage is that the same binary
application can be run both locally or on a grid site without deep knowledge of
the distributed technologies.
Our future plan is to improve the result towards more sophisticated job
management and more thorough analysis of the authentication possibilities. We
seek to upgrade the plugin system to a runtime loadable version as well. Also,
we intend to make the processing of the subresults smoother by integrating with
a SOAP based data streaming called webstream.
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